Abstract-This paper presents a result of approximation an arc circles by using a quartic Bezier curve. Based on the barycentric coordinates of two and three combination of control points, the interior control points are determined by forcing the curvature at median point as similar as the given curvature at end points. Hausdorff distance is used to investigate the order of accuracy compare to the actual arc circles through central angle of 0 T S d . We found that the optimal approximation order is eight which is somewhat similar to preceding methods in the literatures.
Introduction
Parametric representations of curves and surfaces are essential to the field of Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD). Representing of an arc circles using parametric curves is one of an important study in related to design conic sections in geometric modeling. The important of arc circles in geometric modeling are undeniable, along with the used of the others primitive elements, such as a straight line, conic curves and spiral. Arc circles are widely used in CAD/CAM and can be found in industrial as well as in product manufacture; the aircraft and the automobile industries where surfaces are frequently constructed from curves involving circular arcs using lofting or skinning technique [4] . Furthermore it is used in solving communication problem between CAD/CAM systems when working with curve representations in different data formats [8] . Generally, these significant uses of parametric polynomial curve are concentrated on the aesthetical and functional purposes. Since NURBS form is the standard form in most of geometric software systems so the used of the curve that based on parametric polynomial representation became more important.
A considerable amount of work has been done on approximating circular arc by polynomial curves. We consider that most of the previous work related to the used of the low degrees of Bezier curve modeling. Although a circle arc can be exactly represented by rational parametric curve of low degree, such the rational quadratic Bezier, some CAD/CAM systems require a polynomial representation of circular segments. Also, some important algorithms, such as lofting and blending cannot be directly applied to rational curves [10] . Previous work showed that we can only representing an arc circle by polynomials curve with a small acceptable tolerance. The cubic approximation was proposed by de Boor et al. [2] and Dokken et al. [3] . Goldapp [5] presented the best G approximation with order ten. Kim and Ahn [7] presented the quartic Bezier approximations of circular arcs with approximation of order eight by using subdivision scheme with equi-distance of the circular arc. The approximation proposed by them has a smaller error than other previous results. By using quintic, Fang [4] presented a scheme with different boundary conditions that yields approximation curves with k G , 2, 3, 4 k continuities at the circular arc's ends.
In our method, we consider the barycentric coordinate with positive ratio to locate the interior control points of the quartic form and suggest the symmetrical position of first two points against the last two points respect to the middle point. From this assumption, we can automatically avoid the existence of cusp, loop and the inflexion point. We suggest a simple and direct method to obtain those approximations which facilitate to designers. In practice, designers or users usually do not concern about the underlying mathematics and related equations. This paper only discusses the curves with second order of geometric continuity and not extended on higher order since it is adequate for our objective. Since it involved the manipulation of quartic form, this will involve a long and difficult mathematical computation, so the use of CAS manipulator such as MATEMATICA will make a great help.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. We start with some preliminary background and notation in Section II. We prescribe the method that used to construct an arc circles in the given range of the central angle In Section IV, we discuss the radial approximation error and approximation order which based on Hausdorff distance. The result is compared to the others best known methods. We present the result of a numerical example in Section V. Finally, we conclude our results in the final section.
Some Preliminary
The following notations and conventions are used. 4 4
where
are the control points,
is the Bernstein polynomial and t is global parameter. We denote the end points as 0 P and 4 P , also j P , 1, 2, 3 j as the interior points. As a planar parametric curve, the signed curvature of Z t is defined as in [9] :
The signed radius is the reciprocal of (2). It is known that ( ) t N is positive sign when the curve segment bends to the left and it is negative sign if it bends to the right at t . '( ) Z t and ''( ) Z t are first and second derivatives of (1).
Prescribing Methods
In this section, we describe an approach for approximating the given data. The problem that we considered can be expressed in following problem statement; Firstly, we denote s P as the intersection point between two tangent lines parallel to unit vector ,
, that pass through endpoints 0 P and 4 P , respectively. Here, we only consider the construction of curve segment that is negative curvature, whereby for approximation of arc circle with positive curvature is in the similar manner. According to Grandine and Hogan [6] , S P can be achieved by
If we denoted 0 B as the centre of the circle, so the circular arc is divided symmetrically by line 0 S P B . By using the barycentric coordinate, the interior points 1 2 3 , , P P P may now be written in the terms of 0 4 , , S P P P as 1 0 Fig. 1 , shows the position of these control points and their interior points 1 2 3 , , P P P with respect to the canonical positions. 
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By applying (8) , (9) and (10) 
From (13), D can be write in the terms of U and
Substituting (15) into (14), we get the quadratic equation in the terms of U as follows 2 3 4 8sec 12 9 6sec 0 
Finally, by substituting each of these solutions into (15),
we obtain the values of D that satisfies (13) U has bigger range of ) compare to his counterpart 1 U , so for further discussion we only consider 2 U where we obtain an approximate curve which satisfies the given problem in high order of accuracy. The explicit approximate quartic form which is easy to use can been stated as follows. An approximation quartic Bezier of circular arc can be found by using (1), with control points as (4) and (3) 
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It is clear that the parameters D and U are depend on the central angle that has been created by the end points. Here, T as specified in (20) satisfy the acute and obtuse angle.
Approximation Accuracy Analysis
In this section we discuss the accuracy of the approximation that make by the quartic Bezier form which introduced in the previous section. The approximation accuracy is obviously considered as a distance between set of points on given curves, i.e., a circular arc and a quartic curve in this case. Here we will consider Hausdroff distance as proposed by Ahn and Kim [1] , where it is most reliable scheme to measures how far two subsets of a Euclidean space are from each other. The Hausdorff distance can be described as the longest distance between two ste of points. First, let us consider b as the arc circle, so the Hausdroff distance between the arc circle and the approximation arc can be derived as follows
where 2 2 1 t x t y t H .
The function in (22) is known as the radical error, and another alternative error function that has been used for the analysis is 
Function (22) and (23) have their zero sets and extreme values at the same locations, however using (23) is preferable since there is no square root term involved. It can be shown that when t \ is small, then 2 t t \ H | as in [4] . We use those two error functions in order to determine the approximate errors and for comparisons manner. We locate the end points of arc circle at 
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Next, by using MATHEMATICA, we obtain that the 
Compare to previous best known methods, our proposed method also have the approximation of order eight. (1), we obtained the quartic Bezier that satisfies the given data. We illustrate this approximation curve as shown in Fig. 5 , where the approximate curve is in plain arc and the standard arc circle is in dashed arc. Note that the approximation arc is coinciding with the standard arc circle. 
Conclusion
We present a method that give quick finding of an approximate curve to circular arcs by a single segment of quartic Bezier curve. An approximate curve can be straightforward blended on given two points with prescribed locations and directions on the circumference of a circle. The setting of interior control points of quartic Bezier curve is defined from a set of barycentric coordinate which geometrically understandable by users and give the curvature continuous approximation of degree two. Compared to the other previous methods, the approximation order of this proposed method is also eight. Although the order of accuracy of the proposed method is less than the best previous known results, our introduced quartic Bezier form has the advantage of easily counter the constrained 2 G Hermite interpolation problem by combination through S,C-shape of a single cubic or quartic transition curve. Also we can easily extend the result to find the spline arc, which will reduce the error of the approximation or to construct an arc of central angle 2 S T S d d .
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